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Intensive Deer Management
on your ranch

We all want to attract and hold game

practically manage your property to

on our property, but that’s often easier

attract and hold white-tailed deer.

said than done. Intensive deer

Keep in mind that these practices can

management can be an overwhelming

be accomplished in any region of the

project to take on, but if you start with

south or mid-west and can coincide

the basics you can really accomplish a

with the management of various types

lot with a little. This is the first of four

of livestock.

articles that will go in depth on how to
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To begin, you have to have the right
piece of property to grow and hold
quality white-tails. Also, having large,
like-minded neighbors is another crucial
ingredient, but not an absolute
necessity, and once you have that in
place its time to focus on the details.
Timber stand improvement (TSI) is one
of the most important management

Sound timber management can also

techniques in holding deer on your

increase your property’s huntability and

property. Having adequate bedding

make it more profitable as an additional

cover and the ability to give the deer a

source of revenue. Try to provide a

sanctuary is pivotal to ensuring they

diversity of stand types whether its

don’t leave your property to find it

hardwood, pine, or open pasture.

elsewhere. Managing your timber

•

stand will also maximize the food

https://www.qdma.com/hack-squirttimber-stand-improvement/

tonnage your property can produce.
Deer need cover and food all

Your hard mast species such as oaks,

throughout the year to survive; so

maple, birch and willow can provide

managing your timber effectively will

food as well as cover. Soft mass species

cover most of those needs.

like persimmon, plum, muscadine, black
gum and beautyberry are equally as
important. Other plant species that
serve as forbs such as ragweed,
goldenrod and native legumes make up
the majority of the native browse that
deer depend on during the warmer
months of the year.
2
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Just remember, when managing your

Half-cutting or hinge cutting here could

timber stand its important to have a

get you the best of both worlds. Hinge

plan. The best way to approach this is

cutting the black gums will open up the

to involve a professional to assess what

canopy for the oaks which will increase

you already have. Learn the market and

acorn production, but also double as

have a forest service professional advise

bedding cover. Also, once the gums are

you on how and where to cut.

cut, they will produce sprouts that will

•

https://www.qdma.com/get-cash-

then provide additional forage within a

assistance-habitat-projects/

white tail’s reach.
•

•

http://texasforestservice.tamu.edu

https://www.qdma.com/createliving-thicket-cover-hinge-cutting/

Harvesting timber isn’t all that bad for

Managing your pastures and open areas

wildlife; in fact, it could be your missing

can make a large impact on deer

link. TSI isn’t just removing the less

density as well. The majority of a deer’s

desirable trees, it’s managing them, and

diet, especially during the warmer

often, making them work for you.

months, is comprised of the

Creating bedding cover with your less

successional vegetation that naturally

desirable timber is often an overlooked

occurs after the last frost. Plants such as

tool.

ragweed, goldenrod, poison ivy, green
briar, honeysuckle and various native

For example, if you have a stand of

legumes grow throughout Texas and

mixed hardwoods with sweet gum or

Oklahoma; however, most uninformed

black gum (tupelo) trees mixed in, they

land managers mow them down

could be competing with your oaks for

because they appear as weeds,

sunlight. Totally removing the gum

especially in the summertime.

trees would obviously help in acorn

•

production, but take a step back and

https://www.qdma.com/videobetter-hunting-early-successional-

look at ways they could work for you.

cover/
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Now if your property produces hay or

on the cake. Before you plant, take an

some other type of crop, managing the

evaluation of what you already have in

field edges can also produce additional

terms of native forage and develop your

tons of needed forage for white-tails

plan from there. For years, we

while providing them a little extra

unknowingly mowed and sprayed tons

security when traveling fence/tree rows.

of quality forage to make way for a food

Also, implementing a regiment of

plot. Once the plot was established we

prescribed burns will help maximize the

were lucky to get half of the quantity

potential for both your timber and open

that was already there due to weather or

areas. Again, remember to always

improper seedbed preparation. It was a

consult with a professional before

frustrating process, but over the years

attempting a burn. https://

we’ve learned to enhance what God

www.qdma.com/4-ways-light-

gives us and supplement where it’s

prescribed-fire/ If done correctly,

needed. Native forage such as

prescribed burns can be the cheapest

beautyberry, pokeweed, sumac, and

and most effective ways to manage your

partridge pea, to name just a few, occur

ranch.

naturally and abundantly all across the
south. These plants have high levels of

Once you have a handle on your native

protein, provide cover for fawns, and

forage, supplementing with food plots

food for other species such as upland

can be another impactful tool to

game birds and songbirds.

attracting and holding deer. If your
property produces large amounts of
native forage and browse, food plots
may not even be needed. Many people
go straight to the plow when they want
to set their property up for deer and in
some cases, do more harm than good.
So, remember: food plots are just icing
4
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When planting food plots keep one

tweaked the placement of the plots to

thing in mind… variety.

fit their purpose. Some of our plots

•

https://www.qdma.com/plant-food-

served as strictly attracting and feeding

plot/

the deer. They needed supplemental

Mixing it up and rotating your plots are

forage, especially in the dead of winter,

the keys to success here. Be sure and

and these plots served that purpose.

consult with your local Ag extension

The other plots served as attractor/

service or the NRCS to ensure soil

hunting plots, and one in the interior of

quality/type before investing in seed

our place served as a sanctuary plot that

and fertilizer. There is no magic recipe

was completely left alone. Over the

when it comes to food plots, it all

years, most of these plots have been

depends on soil types, and what your

left fallow for a season or two, then re-

land is able to produce. Many types of

established and planted again. Our

plots such as Lablab, iron clay peas, and

goal now is to be more consistent with

various clovers are highly adaptable and

the rotation and implementing more

can be grown just about anywhere.

clover across the property to replenish

•

https://www.qdma.com/video-

the nitrogen levels in the soil. It took

power-grain-sorghum-summer-food-

several years but we finally dialed in a

plots/

program that works.

However, like the previous intensive
deer management techniques we’ve
discussed for land, stop and develop a
plan before you plant. Personally, on
our hunting property, we have
discovered that the placement of the
food plots was one of the most
important factors. Once we established
what worked in the different seasons we
5
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Implementing these intensive deer

his interests, he graduated from Texas
A&M University in the spring of 2005
with a Bachelor of Science in Agricultural
Systems Management with an emphasis
on rangeland and wetland management.

management practices can not only
improve your property and its ability to
attract and hold deer, but it can greatly
increase the value of your property.
Land that is intensively managed can

Upon graduation, Stephen has worked
in various roles that have allowed him to
gain a unique perspective in the
importance of sound land stewardship
and how vital it is to a successful
ranching operation. His unique skill set
enables him to clearly visualize a
property’s potential and effectively
communicate that to potential buyers.
He is dedicated to use that knowledge
to better understand the needs of each
client and will go the extra mile to
ensure they are met.
Stephen is a
committed steward of the land which
shows through continuing his education
through the Quality Deer Management
Association as a level 2 Deer Steward,
which specifically focuses on intensive
management for white-tailed deer. He
has also been an active member of
several conservation organizations such
as Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation,
D e l t a Wa t e r f o w l , Q u a l i t y D e e r
M a n a g e m e n t A s s o c i a t i o n , Tr o u t
Unlimited, and National Wild Turkey
Federation.

bring a far greater dollar per acre value
than land that is left completely
unmanaged. It’s all a work in progress so
have fun with it. Teach your kids or
grandkids how to manage the land and
they’ll have a far greater appreciation for
it, and for the deer they take this fall.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Stephen
Schwartz was raised in East Texas, where
he graduated from White Oak High
School. Most of his childhood was spent
hunting and fishing in the woods of East
Texas, where he learned at a very young
age to respect the outdoors. Following
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